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One World.  One Insurance Goal.

The Statement: Trade insurance is more relevant today 
for business and global growth than ever before

The Goal: Help expand all our nations’ trade

The Model: Partnership is key to unlocking the full 
potential of our industry 
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Berne Union – Insurance Volumes (2010)

�US $1.4 trillion (all programs)

�Returning to record 2008 levels, especially in ST 
Insurance

�ST Insurance: $1.2 trillion (2010) vs. $1.3 trillion (2008 
record)
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Berne Union – Trade Credit Insurance Claims Paid
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Agenda

1. Three heightened risks impacting global trade and 
investment

2. How insurance mitigates these risks, leading to more 
sustainable growth

3. EDC’s “Partnership Preferred” Approach to multiply 
that growth
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Bank Dominoes

�Fragility and interdependence of financial networks:

� If one collapses, could set off a global domino effect of epic 
financial proportions

�What about the impact on trade?

Feeds the continued limitations on trade credit
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Aftershocks

�Unpredictable events, like a tsunami in Japan or a civil 
war in the Middle East, can have aftershocks that upset 
supply chains around the world

�Play havoc on stock prices, foreign exchange, 
commodity/energy prices

Feeds the fear of tomorrow – risk adverse
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Ostrich Effect

Many businesses, large and small, are now self-insuring

�Loss of confidence in the financial system?

�Cost-savings…at ALL costs?

� “I survived the financial crisis?”

Feeds the vulnerability of globalization
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Reality Check

�Globalization is a “force of nature”, we’re too integrated 
to untangle…or want to

�To grow, companies need to become more integrated 
themselves

�Also need to be prepared for crisis, anywhere in the 
world
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Canada side-stepped the worst of the global financial crisis

�Stronger regulation of Canada’s banking system than in 
other countries

�Financial system ranked best in world by World Economic Forum

�Canada’s unique model of public-private sector 
cooperation

�Companies gained quick access to insurance and guarantees 
during crisis 

�Backed by EDC and other public sector players
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Canadian Difference, Eh?



Impact of an ECA – EDC Example

�EDC’s Contribution to Canada’s trade (2010):

�Helped generate $63 billion or about 5% of Canada’s GDP

�Represents about 627,000 or 4% of national employment

�Much of this impact comes from EDC’s insurance programs:
– Represent > 80% of EDC’s $85 billion volume

�Two key trends stand out in EDC’s 2010 vs. 2009 
results:

�EDC volume in emerging markets increased nearly 33%

�Transactions in partnerships with other financial institutions 
increased 70%
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Partnership-Preferred Approach

�Three key benefits:

�Reduces each partner’s risk

�Adds to their financial capacity and ability to support more 
exporters/investors

�Effect is much greater than the sum of the parts

�Re-insure private credit insurers

�Leverage bank capacity
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Credit Insurance

�Open Account Transactions:

�Represents about 80% of world trade

�Fastest way to expand trade – competitive edge

� Increases the financial risks of all stakeholders (seller, bank, 
etc.)

�2010 survey for EDC with some 650 customers –
Three key reasons for Credit Insurance use:

�60% -- Risk mitigation

�22% -- Increased working capital

�17% -- Business growth
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Credit Insurance Partnerships

Post Financial Crisis - Integrated Insurance Approach

�Capacity sharing with private sector insurers via 
reinsurance to support domestic and international trade

�Looking to expand into a more integrated approach

�From competitors to partners 
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Documentary Credit Insurance

�About 20% of world trade uses DCs

�EDC is bank’s key partner in DCIP in Canada

�DCIP volume (2010): $8.3 billion

�Key risk mitigation vis-à-vis fragility of financial network

� Insurance partnerships with banks in providing 
“confirmation”
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Conclusion

� Insurance is a hero to trade sustainability and growth in 
bad times…

�And just as vital (but more unsung) in good times

�Encourage more partnership between public and 
private sectors

Trade growth will follow!
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ANNEX
Export Development Canada (EDC)

Corporate Overview

Mr. Daniel Primeau
Vice-President, Insurance Centre of Expertise

Export Development Canada (EDC)

Mexico City
June 9, 2011

About EDC

�Canada’s Export Credit Agency

�Crown corporation wholly owned by Government of 
Canada

�Financially self-sustaining

�Operates on commercial principles
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EDC’s Role

�To support and develop Canada’s export trade and 
international business efforts

�Financing and insurance solutions for Canadian 
exporters and investors
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2010 Performance Highlights

�Record business volume of $84.6 billion

�Served 8,236 customers

�Supported business in 190 countries

�$24.7 billion in emerging markets

�Contributed to 5% of GDP, supporting 627,000 jobs
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EDC 2011 Business Strategy

� Develop knowledge and relationships to strengthen our market 
expertise

� Position EDC as a centre of expertise on trade and investment 

� Deploy innovative solutions, directly and through our network of 
partners, which position Canadian companies for success and 
contribute to Canadian prosperity

� Deliver value to our customers and partners by providing 
exceptional and predictable service
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1. Developing Knowledge and Relationships

2. Deploying Innovative Solutions

3. Delivering Value to EDC’s Customers and Partners

2011-2015 Corporate Plan: Role of EDC

�Enhancing Canada’s trade performance by being a 
trusted partner to our customers, offering:

�Expertise in trade
�Broad network of representations
�Strong partnerships
�Expanded risk appetite
�Sound financial management
�Timely, quality service

�As a Crown corporation, our business strategy is 
aligned with the Government of Canada’s international 
trade objectives
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�Expertise in trade
�Broad network of representations
�Strong partnerships
�Expanded risk appetite
�Sound financial management
�Timely, quality service


